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This complex of 10 townhouses in Melbourne’s Brunswick has won state and national sustainability awards.

Making the most of what we’ve got is
a top priority as architects design a

longer-term future.

by: Stephen Crafti

reen principles are now at the core of every architect’s thinking. Not

only does a building have to engage at an aesthetic and functional

level, it must be kind to the environment.

Orientation, ventilation and recycled materials come into this equation –

but so does the idea of designing with longevity in mind, reducing the

need to replace a building every time a new architectural trend emerges.

Architect Andrew Maynard practises what he preaches. There’s no car

parked outside his office; rather, there’s a bike. The idea of building a

lavish home filled with unused rooms has no appeal. To avoid adding to

the world’s carbon footprint, his decision-making process, along with

that of co-director architect Mark Austin, centres on reducing waste.

A Californian bungalow in Melbourne’s inner northern suburb of

Northcote is a small case in point. The owners were keen to live in a

contemporary new home, one that connected to the north-facing back

garden where previously a laundry and outhouse had stood. The house had

good “bones, so Maynard’s firm retained the front portion of the building,

comprising four rooms, and removed the rest. However, all the bricks

were reused in the extension, with the remaining bricks needed (about

one-third) sourced from nearby.

The Northcote house now includes an open-plan kitchen, plus dining and

living areas at ground level. On the first floor is the main bedroom.

Generous brick eaves protect both levels from excessive sunlight and

double-glazing, in the form of ‘Low E’ glass, filters light. In winter, the

bluestone floor in the living area absorbs the winter sun. The idea of sun

absorption was also applied to the main bedroom, where black carpet was

laid. On the roof is faux turf, to act as a blanket on a black rubber layer.

Maynard was just as particular when selecting other materials and

finishes for the house.

A start with heart
hile architects regularly discuss sustainability with their clients as

part of a wider conversation, in this case it was the starting point.

“From the start, we wanted to recycle as much as possible,” Maynard

says. “And everything else that was needed, including labour, was sourced

as close by as possible (reducing embodied energy from transport).”  

On a different scale, Maynard cites the Media TIC building in Barcelona as

providing “green inspiration”. Designed by Cloud 9 Architects, the

Barcelona building features polyethylene ‘pillows’ to control the

Mediterranean sun. The architects also applied a fluorescent green coating

to the building’s exterior and interior, to reflect light and minimise the

need for artificial lighting.

Maynard and Austin visited the building when they received an award for

their Northcote house at the World Architecture Festival. “The interiors

literally glow, not dissimilar to a fluorescent fish you’d find at the bottom

of an ocean,” Austin says. “Andrew and I felt like we were walking into a

giant green insect.”

Greening the façade
nother bold example of green architecture on a large scale has

emerged on Sydney’s Broadway. One Central Park, an apartment

complex overlooking parkland, was designed by leading French architect

Jean Nouvel in collaboration with PTW Architects and features a vertical

garden. The building’s generous glazing is veiled in 250 species of flowers

and plants, courtesy of renowned landscape guru Patrick Blanc, who is

credited with introducing the ‘green wall’ across the world.

Since the late 1970s, Blanc has applied his green touch to some of the

world’s most iconic buildings, including the Quai Branly Museum in Paris,

also designed by Jean Nouvel. In the case of One Central Park, the

greening goes a few steps further, with the tower’s hovering cantilevered

crown featuring motorised mirrors that capture sunlight and direct rays to

the gardens below. Blanc’s objective to green the world is also apparent in

other recent projects in Singapore, Hong Kong and Kuala Lumpur.

Another architect who has firmly embraced the principles of

sustainability is James Legge, a director of Six Degrees Architects, one of

the first Australian practices to make green architecture cool, rather than

a throwback to the 1970s. His own house in Melbourne’s Brunswick, one

of a complex of 10 townhouses, has won state and national sustainable

awards from the Australian Institute of Architects.

A new paradigm
pread over three levels (including basement car parking), the Heller

Street townhouses established a new paradigm in housing. Six

Degrees remediated the site, once used for landfill, and gave much of it

back to the public as a park. This park now provides a verdant front ‘lawn’

for their development, with a north-facing terrace replacing the

traditional back garden. “The development is as much about social

sustainability as green architecture,” says Legge, who enjoys seeing the

local community benefit from the project.

Green touches to the Brunswick townhouses appear at every turn,

including the garden plots on the roof terrace. As well as north-south

cross-ventilation and sun protection from a pergola, thermal mass is

provided by concrete floors in the living areas. Vents at the top of the

stairwell purge the hot air during warmer months. Solar panels sit atop

the building, while two 50,000-litre water tanks are housed in the

basement.

The four-bedroom townhouses also clearly demonstrate that families

don’t require a detached house on a quarter-acre block, until recently a

virtual prerequisite for family housing in the Western world. “High

density living is the way of the future,” Legge says. “But that doesn’t need

to equate with miniscule apartments with no outdoor space.”

Legge cites the example of French architectural practice Lacaton & Vassal

in pointing to a sustainable future. Their University Institute in Grenoble

looks like an oversized greenhouse. “They’ve been inspired by agricultural

practices,” says Legge, pointing to the building’s skeletal frame and

translucent polycarbonate skin. While the Grenoble design harks back to a

rustic past, Legge sees that future green buildings will be ‘smart’, with

systems in place to control everything from energy use to fresh air.
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The post o?ce that delivered
arr Design Architecture applies a slightly different perspective to

green architecture. While the practice is at the forefront of

sustainability, it also sees the importance of creating quality buildings

that will last. The recent refurbishment of an Australia Post building in

Sydney’s Redfern is a case in point.

The seven-storey building, constructed in the early 1990s, could easily

have been demolished. But Carr Design Architecture cleverly refurbished

what was deemed by one journalist as “one of Sydney’s ugliest buildings”.

A new 12-metre-high atrium was beautifully carved into the forecourt.

“Our clients wanted a new identity. But they also wanted contemporary

workspaces,” says Sue Carr, the firm’s principal, who worked closely with

architecture director Chris McCue.

While the makeover is dramatic, so is the efficient use of space. With 1000

solar panels, double-glazing and high-performance tinted glass, the

Redfern building has been given a new lease of life.

Australia Post now occupies less space, leasing out the remainder to other

businesses. The space for each employee has been reduced from 22 to 14

square metres. Individual partitioned offices have been replaced with

communal zones, including meeting areas. The public can now use a series

of interconnected office spaces at ground level after hours, extending the

building’s function beyond working hours. “Flexibility in the way spaces

are used is integral to the sustainability of a building,” Carr says.

Going the distance
arr and McCue see their role as extending the longevity of buildings,

adding quality to even the ugliest structure to ensure its use well into

the future. Carr cites Berlin’s Neues Museum as a leading example of this

philosophy. The heritage-listed building from the 1850s (partially

destroyed during World War II) has been exquisitely brought into the 21

century with a striking contemporary addition designed by David

Chipperfield Architects.

“There’s a timeless quality in the design that will allow it to be enjoyed for

centuries to come,” Carr says.
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